Brand Overview

Who We Are
Apex Tool Group is one of the largest manufacturers of
professional power and hand tools in the world, serving the
vehicle service and assembly, industrial, aerospace, electronics,
construction and serious DIY markets.
Across the board, our tools stand for quality, innovation and value.
Known for solving seemingly impossible problems, they are intuitive
and simple to use, yet indispensable.
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$1.4B
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ATG Mission: Admired for our leading brands and innovative tool
and service solutions, ATG is the trusted productivity partner our
customers rely on to get the job done.

30
Countries

Solutions are in our DNA.

Our five core values are at the heart of everything we do.
Founded in 1894, Cleco has dedicated
over 120-years to providing innovative
tool solutions to the industries we serve.

They define who we are, how we work, what we believe in, and what we stand for. We
have created a legacy fueled by a passion for industry and innovation-- bolstered by our
core values:

As a global leader in manufacturing, we
deliver world class assembly solutions to
the automotive, energy, aerospace, and
general industries.

Our expertise is differentiated by the
superior quality and performance of a
wide range of tools that offer innovative,
long-lasting, and safe solutions.

Customers
come first.

Integrity in
all we do.

Continuous
improvement
in every
aspect of our
business.

Innovation
for growth.

Best talent
– one team.

Where to Find Us
Westhausen
Auburn Hills

Lexington
Shanghai
Querétaro

Hinjewadi Pune

Our truly global footprint enables us to serve
customers’ needs in a way we couldn’t if we were
a regional player.

A Legacy of Solutions
For over 120 years, Cleco has maintained a spirit of innovation and a commitment to providing
solutions that matter.

During World War II
Cleco manufactured
landing gear,
hydraulic, pneumatic,
mechanical, and
electromechanical
equipment and airframe components.

Cleco is
established in
Cleveland, Ohio.

1894

1908
Cleco produced the
Rock Hammer
Drills used to dig
the Panama Canal.

1940s

Launches CSeries Pulse
Tools with new
state of the art
design on the
pulse unit

GardoTrans
Transport
System is
introduced for
assembly and
production lines

1966
Cleco is
recognized by
Factory Magazine
as one of the Top
10 Manufacturing
Plants in the US.

1982

1984
Introduction of 1st
Electric Spindle
with versatile
programming
tightening
controller

1995

Pivoting to the Future
Cleco accelerates new product development and enterprise-wide growth and streamlines operational
efficiency to enhance the customer experience and build a future of connectivity.
New line of
Intelligent
Spindles
launches,
complete
with on
board servo
module and
1 cable for
cluster of
tools.

2004

Cleco
launches
CellCore
Cordless
Assembly
Tools, and
HighPerformance
Right Angle
Grinders.

Cleco launches
completely
redesigned
family
of
Industrial
Air Impact
Wrenches.

2005
Cleco
introduces
LiveWire,
the industry’s
first wireless
precision
electric
fastening tool.

2012
Cleco releases the
new, ergonomic
19 Series
Screwdrivers,
which can
be
used by
both rightand left-handed
operators.

2014
New Vertical
Grinders by Cleco
deliver maximum
material removal
power.

2017
Cleco launches
NeoTek, a new
line of corded
electric
nutrunners.

2018

Cleco launches
mPro200 Global
Controllers for
cordless
electric
assembly
tools.

2019
Cleco
launches
mPro300
Global
Controllers
specifically
designed for
NeoTek Tools.

Meet Our
Customers

We are focused on building long-term relationships by anticipating the needs
of our customers and providing them with the tools they need to finish their
jobs safely and efficiently.

Industry Solutions
As a leading tool manufacturer, Cleco offers trusted tooling solutions
across numerous industries. Whether your company constructs high-tech
automobiles, assembles planes for leading aviation projects, produces
appliances or builds earth-moving equipment, you can count on Cleco
Production Tools for intelligent assemblies and world-class tools.

Automotive

Aerospace

Appliances,
Electronic &
Industrial

Agricultural &
Off-Road Machinery

Product Solutions
Our solutions are focused on increasing productivity while enhancing the
users’ experience with simplicity of set-up, ease of use, and a focus on
comfort and safety. From a single tool, to an entire integrated solution,
we’re here to help you build your products and your business.

Assembly &
Fastening

Material
Removal

Drilling &
Riveting

Service &
Support

Assembly Tools
The next generation of smart tool solutions.
Cleco’s total-fastening solutions enhance user experience and
increase productivity, providing powerful results for your company. We
leverage new technology to increase tool accuracy, traceability,
ergonomics and safety.
Nutrunners & Screwdrivers
Fixtured Spindles
Controllers & Software

Impact Wrenches
Pulse Tools
Electric Torque Wrenches
Air Motors

Material Removal
Designed for operators. Built for production.
Manufactured from the finest materials available, Cleco Dotco tools deliver efficiency and precision.
When it comes to fine finishing applications such as die grinding or de-burring, no tools are better suited
for the job than Cleco Dotco grinders.
Grinders
Sanders & Polishers
Specialty Tools
Accessories

Drilling & Riveting
Rely on powerful tools designed for aerostructure drilling and assembly.
Major aerospace manufacturers rely on Cleco’s configured advanced drilling solutions for quality-critical
applications. Our tools drill precision holes for fasteners ensuring the accuracy required for a critical
part of the assembly process.

Advanced Drilling
Hand Drilling, Countersinking & Spotfacing
Riveting
Accessories

Parts & Service
Your line. Our commitment. Always.
We stand behind our products and our partners by supporting your
tooling investment with on-going parts and service programs. Our full-

service offering covers all major components of tool ownership.
Support

Parts

Service & Support

Maximize performance and extend the life of your tools with
genuine Cleco parts. Parts can be purchased directly or
through our global network of authorized Cleco distributors.

We want your Cleco tools to work exactly the way they should,
which is why Cleco certified maintenance and repairs are
performed by trusted partners using specialized tools,
manufacturer procedures and genuine Cleco parts.

Additional Resources
Websites
Visit our websites to see the latest products, resources and news.
English

German

European
English

Chinese

Catalogs
Our interactive digital catalogs provide detailed information on the entire line of Cleco
products. The catalogs can be viewed via our online flipbook or downloaded for printing.
English

German

Social Media
Stay up-to-date with the latest news and events by connecting with us
on social media.
LinkedIn

YouTube

WeChat

Stay
Connected
From a single tool, to an entire integrated
solution, we’re here to help you build your
products and your business.
Global & North American Headquarters
670 Industrial Drive
Lexington, SC 29072
USA

+1 800 845 5629

EMEA Headquarters
Industriestraße 1
73463 Westhausen
Germany

+49 0 7363810

Asia Pacific Headquarters
2nd Floor, Area C
177 Bi Bo Road
Pu Dong New Area, Shanghai
China

+86 21 60880320

